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and since then three nearly complete skeletons have been dis-
covered. The Rhytina differs from the other Sirenia in its
smaller head and in its tail fin, which is even more deeply
insected than in the dugong itself ; also in its being devoid
of hair, except on the snout and on the under surface of
the paddles. There is an excessively thick and coriaceous
epidermis, with perpendicular tubuli. The end of the pectoral
fin is represented as being abruptly truncated. There are
seven cervical vertebrae, though Steller says but six, a mis-
take the more remarkable, as the peculiar structure in this
respect of Manatus was not then known. The five meta-

carpals exist as usual, but, according to Steller, there are no
phalanges whatever; hence the truncation of the fin. The

pelvis is like that of the dugong, only larger. The jaw plates
have strong V-shaped ridges, but the mouth is absolutely
edentulous, Rhytina as compared to the other Sirenia offering
a singular parallel to the whalebone whales as compared to the
toothed ones. The alimentary canal is as in the other genera,
except that there are no pyloric appendages. The cascum is

very large and is single; the liver (unlike that of the other
Sirenia) is quite devoid of a gall bladder. The circulating
organs, larynx, lungs, generative organs, &c., present no

marked differences from those of the other two genera.
In the tertiary strata the remains of many allied forms have

been found, but one of them (Halitherium) is noteworthy as
one of those transitional forms (using the word in a broad
sense) which the progress of zoology is constantly bringing
forward. The pelvis is larger than in the other forms, and
was probably, like that of Rhytina and Halicore, attached to
a sacral vertebra. There is also a very definite acetabulum
and a femur, which, however, is rudimentary and another
instance of a functionless structure. As its distal end is
unknown, it may be that it had attached to it a rudi-

mentary tibia. The dentition is interesting, as the anterior
molars are simple and pointed, while the posterior ones are
complex, thus recalling the conditions presented by the artio-
dactyle ungulates. There was, moreover, certainly a ve1.tical
succession. Thus Halitherium connects the Sirenia with ordi-
nary ungulate quadrupeds. We shall hereafter find that the
Probosidea also connect them with quadrupeds, but of a dif-
ferent type.

BETHNAL-GREEN.

DR. SARVis writes concerning Bethnal-green, its elevation
and population :-
" The population corrected for increase to the end of the

past year is barely 115,000. Weaving has been on the de-
cline for many years, and is now followed by very few persons
in the district, the principal employments being fancy trim-
ming, cabinet, lucifer match, and boot and shoe making, with
railway and dock work. The large windows of the weaver are
seldom seen, and the throw of the shuttle is seldom heard;
they have given place to small windows and the click of the
sewing machine. The miserably crowded cottages, and still
worse conditioned streets and alleys, are the exception, cer-
tainly not the rule ; and the district, instead of being low, flat,
&c., has a gradual slope, and is thirty-six feet at the infirmary,
and in some parts of the district forty-four feet, above high
water mark."

We are glad to hear such a favourable account from one who
should know; and we hope that we may not see " Bethnal-green"
so frequently figuring in the future as a heading to accounts of
inquests on death from fever, dirt, starvation, destitution,
overcrowding, and neglected sanitary condition of hovels,
courts, and alleys. With reference to the infirmary, on which we
lately reported, Dr. Sarvis says :-

" The workhouse has, no doubt, more inmates than it has
proper accommodation for. This is about being rectified ; but
how on the same day your reporter could see negligence and
dirt, and the Poor-law Commissioner see care and cleanliness,
it puzzles me to know."
Dr. Sarvis is very hard upon the Poor-law Commissioner;

he should remember that other people may be as hard upon
him. The inspection to which he refers was made by the
three members of the Commission conjointly : they describe
facts which have not been, and cannot be, controverted ; and
if such facts disclose indecency, neglect, cruelty, and mis-

management, it reflects no credit upon anyone connected with
the house or the parish that it should have been left to our

Commissioners to expose so disgraceful a state of things.

Correspondence.

FURTHER REMARKS ON THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
(LETTER FROM DR. COPLAND, F.R.S.)

"Audi alteram partem."

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SiR,-Since I last addressed your readers I have received
some communications from surgeons and others in several

parts of the country, stating that they have prescribed suc-
cessfully the treatment of this pestilence which I sent to THE
LANCET on the 21st of November last; and that they found
the greatest benefit to accrue from the repeated exhibition of
the spirits of turpentine with camphor and ammonia, as recom-
mended in your journal of December 2nd. In my answers to
several of these communications I have further advised the
addition of assafcetida to these; the early exhibition of these
means, in doses, and the frequency of recourse to them, ac-
cording to size and age, and the malignancy of the malady,
whether by the mouth or in enemata. As, according to certain
letters which I have received, the treatment was not employed
in every respect as I recommended, some articles having been
omitted, I am desirous that an early, efficient, and satisfactory
trial of each of these means, in the combinations there given,
should be made. Having, from the year 1815 up to the pre-
sent day, had more experience in the treatment of malignant,
pestilential, and infectious maladies,-having closely studied
their natures, and having observed and proposed, and seen
the effects of the means employed in their treatment,-than
any living physician: having, in short, in my possession docu-
ments to prove that I have prescribed for the first time, and
with success, many of the substances which have been found
beneficial in the malignant pestilences in man, I considered
that the malignant and infectious maladies in the higher of
the lower animals would be influenced and cured by the same
means as are found successful in similar diseases in the human
species. Hence the reason of addressing my former &ecirc;ommu-
nication on this subject to you, believing that THE LANCET
would prove the best channel for the dissemination of such in-
formation as I wished to convey, both to the medical profes-
sion and to others whom it was likely to benefit. All malig-
nant maladies are more or less infectious or contagious, or both
the one and the other, according to circumstances, and, con-
formably with these, are prone to become epidemic and to
assume a pestilential character. As I am not much disposed
to be prolix, on this or any other subject, I beg leave to refer
your readers to what I have said upon the subjects of pesti-
lential maladies and of malignant diseases, and especially those
fevers which are apt to assume a malignant character (as
puerperal fevers in lying-in wards, &c. &c.), in the large edi-
tion of my Dictionary of Practical Medicine; at the same time
requesting their attention to the means I have there advised,
under its appropriate head, for the prevention of those mala-
dies.-I am. Sir. vours &c..

JAMES COPLAND, M.D., F.R.S.
Old Burlington-street, Feb. 19th, 1866.

THE CURABILITY OF LATERAL CURVATURE
OF THE SPINE.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SiR,-Some of your readers appear to have misunderstood

the remarks I made in reference to the curability of lateral
curvature of the spine at the meeting of the Medico-Chirurgical
Society of Jan. 9th, and recorded in your journal of Jan. 27th.
From this report, they infer my statement to be that lateral
curvature of the spine is an incurable affection ; and although
the report contains no such statement, and from it no such
inference can be logically drawn, still, as it has been so far
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misunderstood, I should feel obliged if you would allow me
space for the following explanatory remarks.
My object, as clearly expressed in your report, was to point

out the diagnosis between the curable and incurable cases of
lateral curvature; and in so doing I especially dwelt upon
"the diagnosis between functional and structural deviations." "
I stated that no lateral curvature could exist without rotation
of the bodies of the vertebrae, and that this rotation necessarily
implies the existence of certain structural changes affecting
the intervertebral cartilages and oblique articulating processes,
.and at a later period also the bodies of the vertebrae. I made
rotation the test of the existence of true lateral curvature ;
.and for the diagnosis of rotation of the bodies of the vertebrse
relied upon the posterior projection of the angles of the ribs on
one side in the dorsal region, or of the transverse processes in
the lumbar region; the angles of the ribs or the transverse
processes of the opposite side receding. If there is no rotation,
I assume that there is no real curvature or any structural
,changes, and that any deviation which may apparently exist
as lateral curvature is simply a functional affection, which
may, as a general rule, be cured by recumbency and gymnas-
tics; and in these cases I am opposed to mechanical treatment.
When rotation, with its structural changes, exists, and consti-
tutes what I conceive to be true lateral curvature, I believe it
to be curable only when the affection is slight, of recent forma-
tion, and occurring in growing girls or boys. I am convinced
that, as rotation advances, so the affection becomes incurable,
.as I observed, "by any and every method of treatment," the
structural changes not admitting of removal or repair; and
that " to arrest the increase of curvature, or to produce such
improvement as the cases admitted of, it was indispensable
necessary to use firm mechanical support."

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM ADAMS.

Henrietta-street, Cavendish-square, Feb. 17th, 1866

VENTILATION OF SEWERS.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SiR,-In your number of the 10th inst. you commented on
-the proceedings of the Metropolitan Board of Works upon the
,above subject; but as I feel that you have no desire or occasion
to found your arguments in favour of sanitary measures upon
’erroneous reports or mistaken opinions, allow me to offer one
or two corrections affecting the subject.

The proposal was to offer a premium for the best plan, &c.
The amendment was to postpone the subject ; which, you
.state, after being proposed and seconded, ’’ was supported by
a third speaker, Mr. Evans, who was of opinion that when the
main-drainage works were completed there would be such a
rapid flow through the sewers that the generation of offensive
gases would be prevented." The truth is that I spoke gene-
rally on the subject before any amendment was proposed, and
therefore not in support of it. I never said the generation of
deleterious gases would be praented altogether, as you would
infer; but my argument was to the purpose of proving that
the evil had already been diminished, and would doubtless be
_further abated when the several parishes had completed the
reconstruction of their principal sewers, in which they were
now actively engaged, by enlarging, deepening, and giving to
them a greater inclination towards the great outfalls. I made
one observation only after the amendment was proposed, and
that to call attention to the Registrar-General’s last report-
" that the rate of mortality in the metropolis had fallen from
26 to 24 per 1000 as compared with the corresponding period
of last year; and that the health of London was better than
that of any of the other large towns, and was only one above
the average (23) of the whole kingdom."
You also imply that some members of the Board rest on the

hope that the completion of the main-drainage works will pre-
vent the formation of the gases in the sewers. I believe I can
state, without fear of contradiction, that not one member
entertains such a " chimera:" all are fully aware and anxious
on the subject. Individuals offer suggestions, and treat the
matter as one of ease and simplicity; but, with the knowledge
the members have of the large amount of evidence given upon
the subject by all the first chemists and engineers of the day,
they cannot but believe, with Mr. Faraday, that " the subject
is beset with great difficulties." And the Board have also
faith in the able services of their engineer, Mr. Bazalgette,
who, in his report of last month, after enumerating the various
-opinions, plans, and results of experiments on the subject, con-

cludes " that the most efficacious and most universally appli-
cable mode of preventing the escape of noxious gases is so to
construct the sewers that a continuous flow shall be kept up
in them, and provide them with a sufficiently copious supply
of water that the decomposing matter within them shall be
diluted and instantaneously removed, and not allowed to settle
and ferment in the sewers. Much has already been effected
in the ventilation of the London sewers by the abolition of the
tide-locked and stagnant sewers, and much more may be ac-
complished by the introduction of a more copious supply of
water-a desideratum also otherw-ise so greatly needed for the
necessities and comfort of the inhabitants of the metropolis."

I must add that Mr. Miller’s experience, related at length
in your commentary, applied to the state of things upwards of
ten years ago, before the Metropolitan Board of Works was
established. The higher tribunal to which you trust Mr. Miller
may carry this subject have repeatedly had it before their
committees, and in their reports could only acknowledge the
difficulties of the subject, and so remitted it to the Metro-
politan Board of Works, whose efforts, I may say, have not
been without effect.

In conclusion, allow me to add that this important subject
is at the present time engaging the attention of several district
surveyors, as well as the engineers of the Board; and the
most progressive sanitarian need entertain no fear that the
question will remain Mt statu quo without discussion and expe-
riment.

I am. Sir- vours nbffHfT)t]v-
BENJ. EVANS, F.R.C.S.,

Member of the Metropolitan
Board of Works.

Acre House, Brixton,
Feb. 14th, 1866.

ON SYPHILIZATION.

HOLMES COOTE.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
. SiR,-Of the five patients who subjected themselves to this
method of treatment in St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, one quitted
the hospital, uncured, of her own accord. Of the remaining
four, all of whom discontinued the treatment about the end of
the second month, two are much in the same state as if they
had been treated in the usual way. Of the remaining two,
one, a young girl admitted with discharge from the vagina and
superficial ulceration, has since suffered from ulceration of the
fauces, and verrucse about the anus; the other has had a
severe cerebral seizure, as if there had been inflammation of
the dura mater and effusion of fluid on the brain; her sight
became dim, her look wild, and she lost power over the limbs.
The patients are still in the hospital.

I am no " mercurialist," but I cannot -conclude without the
following remarks :-Each surgeon at St. Bartholomew’s Hos-
pital has thirteen beds for female venereal patients, making a
total of fifty-two. Our late respected colleague, Mr. Lawrence,
treated his cases on the " mild mercurial" plan; and it is
strange that he cured more cases than the others.
In 1863 the cases admitted numbered 364, of which 224

were treated by mercury. In 1864 the admissions were 365,
of which 200 were treated by mercury (75 by inunction).

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
Queen Anne-st., Cavendish-sq., Feb. 1866. HOLMES COOTE.

Parliamentary Intelligence.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

FEB. 16TH.

PRISONS’ REGULATIONS.

0;.;- the motion of Lord CARNARVON a return was agreed to
of the instructions issued by the Home Secretary in relation
to the Prisons’ Act.

FEB. 19TH.

CATTLE DISEASES BILL.

On the motion of Earl GRANVILLE the Cattle Diseases Bill
was read a second time, and the standing orders having been
suspended the House went into committee on the Bill.
The Earl of AIRLIE moved an amendment to the 12th clause

giving to the local authorities a discretionary power to slaugh-
ter or restrain from slaughtering animals certified to be re-
covering from disease.
The proposal gave rise to some debate, in which the Duke

of ARGYLL, the Earl of DERBY, the Duke of RICHMOND, and-


